
Release Notes for Public PTF (2009-10-26)

1. Origin Product/Version

OXHE v6.12.0 Rev 3

2. Packages shipped with this PTF Release

OXHE v6.12.0 Rev 6 (built 2009-10-23 and 2009-10-26)

3. Bugs fixed with this PTF Release

14496   Translations for Danish and Korean cannot be selected at the UI, syntax 
error 
Fixed language files.
No potential side effects.

14572   Error when trying to access Sieve-Scripts
The sieve parser is now capable to deal with the dovecot bug sending a 
not sieve conform response when getting the not existing default sieve 
script. No possible side effects.
No potential side effects.

14648   Version 6.12 is not able to access global address book if database is 
updated to 6.13 
When loading the folder permissions of the global address book only 1 
permission row was expected. With 6.14 release this single row will be 
replaced by a row for every user. The fix only changes the code to load 
all permission rows for the global address book folder.
No potential side effects.

14655   Sieve capability wrong if TLS is used 
After sending STARTTLS command to SIEVE implementation encryption 
must be started and the response from the server must be the response 
of the CAPABILITY command to be SIEVE draft conform. But Cyrus 
require another CAPABILITY command of the client to send the 
capability response. The fix checks for Cyrus implementation and sends 
another CAPABILITY command before parsing the CAPABILITY response. 
Every other implementation will be handled conform to draft. Possible 
side effects: Some SIEVE implementation that is not draft conform, too, 
will not work with TLS.

14657   easylogin makes incorrect redirect on login error 
Fixed easylogin servlet redirect on failed login when referrer already 
contains a “?”
No potential side effects.
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14653   Accepting/Declining an appointment in OL2007 generates "changed 
appointment" mails 
Accepting and declining appointments is sent by Outlook through the 
WebDAV/XML interface like a change to the appointment but only the 
confirm state of a specific user changed and no other attribute. Due to 
the fact that this modification is sent to the backend as an appointment 
modification the calendar component sends an event about a changed 
appointment that triggers the changed appointment notification mails. 
The fix tries to detect that only some confirmation changed and sends 
an event about a confirmed or declined appointment, that then again 
triggers a confirmation notification. 
Possible side effects may still be some changed appointment 
notifications due to a not correctly detected change of the confirmation 
only. 

4. Changes relevant for Administrator

Changes of configuration files

- none - 

Changes of database schemes

- none - 

5. Changes relevant for Developers

Changes of the HTTP API

- none -

Changes of the RMI API

- none - 

Changes of the WebDAV API

- none - 

6. Tests

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated “Smoke” and 
“Always” test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
setup. 

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes. 
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7. Side effects

No side effects.
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